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27 Mosaic Road, Alkimos, WA 6038

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Area: 375 m2 Type: House

Gemma Andrews

0438888929

https://realsearch.com.au/27-mosaic-road-alkimos-wa-6038
https://realsearch.com.au/gemma-andrews-real-estate-agent-from-peard-real-estate


$749,000+

Introducing 27 Mosaic Road, where coastal charm meets modern family living in the sought-after suburb of Alkimos. This

quality home, built in 2020 by Summit Homes, offers luxury, convenience, and comfort.As you step inside, you'll

immediately notice the attention to detail and thoughtful design that sets this home apart. With four generous bedrooms

and a dedicated home theatre, there's plenty of space for the whole family to relax and unwind.The heart of the home is

the impressive gourmet kitchen, featuring a spacious island bench, ample cabinetry, subway tiles, stone benchtops and

stainless-steel appliances. Whether hosting a dinner party or preparing a family meal, this kitchen has everything you

need and more. We love the convenient coffee station, the plumbed fridge recess, as well as the concealed scullery, which

adjoins the large, shelved pantry. Entertaining has never been easier.The master suite is a true retreat, situated at the rear

of the home for maximum privacy. Enjoy peaceful pool views from your bed and indulge in the luxury of a walk-through

robe leading to the stunning ensuite. With a large shower, featuring black tapware, double china basins, and a separate

toilet, this ensuite is sure to impress.Outside, the resort-style garden and saltwater concrete pool create the perfect

setting for summer entertaining. Whether you're lounging by the pool or hosting a barbecue with friends and family, this

outdoor space will surely be a favourite gathering spot. You'll find a pool heat-pump cleverly concealed around the side of

the property, enabling an extended swimming season.You'll also find feature cladding providing coastal charm, solar

power, security cameras, and an over-height garage (2.43m), perfect for additional storage and large vehicles.But it's not

just the home itself that makes 27 Mosaic Road so special—it's also the location. Situated away from the main road and

just a short walk to Picasso Park, this home offers the perfect backdrop for family adventures. Plus, with esteemed local

schools and easy access to the anticipated Alkimos train station, commuting to Clarkson, Joondalup, or Perth's CBD is a

breeze.Don't miss your chance to call this beautiful house your home. Contact David Lam at Peard Finance on 0420 251

755 for free mortgage advice, and secure your finance pre-approval before the Grand Opening.Disclaimer: This

information is provided for general information purposes only and is based on information provided by the Seller and may

be subject to change.  No warranty or representation is made as to its accuracy and interested parties should place no

reliance on it and should make their own independent enquiries.


